
I only have tonight  
     (128 bpm) 
intro ...  [E] G#, E, B     [B] F#, D#, B    [D] F#, D, A   [AAAAAAA]  

[E] G#, E, B     [B] F#, D#, B    [D] F#, D, A   [AAAAAAA]   
verse 1  [E] I could wait a [B] lifetime     

for the [C#m] moment to be [A] right    
[E] To tell you how I’m [B] feeling     
I could [C#m] wait for all my [A] life    

verse tag [E] I haven’t got a [B] lifetime     
(or “refrain”) I [D} only {D} have {D]  to..[AAAAAAA]..night   

[E] To tell you why I [B] love you     
         I just [D} hope the{D} words {D] can [AAAAAAA] come out [E] right.    

G#, E, B     [B] F#, D#, B    [D] F#, D, A   [AAAAAAA]          
 
verse 2  [E] There’ll be no ideal [B] moment     

For me to [C#m] make a move on [A] you 
[E] You give no indi..[B]..cation 
An
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verse tag [E] I haven’t got a [B] lifetime  
I [D} only {D} have {D]  to..[AAAAAAA]..night 
[E] To tell you why I [B] love you 
I just [D] hope the words can [AAAAAAA] come out [E] right. [E7] 

middle 16 
[D] I have to do the [A] things to raise your [E] heartbeat [E7]   
[D] I have to say the [A] words that reach your [E] mind [E]     
[C#m] We’re all [G#m] livin’ for the [A] future         [A]   
[F#m] But soon the [A] moment will be [B] mine [B7]    

 
verse 3  [E] Friends tell me not to [B] hurry     

They say I’m [C#m] wasting all my [A] time  
[E] They tell me to for..[B]..get you 
and find an..[C#m]..other down the [A] line 

verse tag [E] I haven’t got a [B] lifetime  
I [D} only {D} have {D]  to..[AAAAAAA]..night 
[E] To tell you why I [B] love you 
I just [D] hope the words can [AAAAAAA] come out ...   straight into 

instrumental bit ... over middle 16 chords ... 
[D] right ....  I have to do the [A] things to raise your [E] heartbeat [E7] 
[D] I have to say the [A] words that reach your [E] mind [E7] 
[C#m] We’re all  [G#m] livin’ for the  [A] future        [A] 
[F#m] But soon the [A] moment will be [B] mine [B7] 

key change to F         
verse 4  [F] If I pick the [C] right time     

and the [Dm] moment feels al..[Bb].. right 
[F] You’ll understand my [C ] feelings 
and you [Dm] want to share my [Bb] life 

verse tag [F] Then I ,.-�-�/!0214350)687:9�-<;�=>32?@;BAC3  
To [D#} tell you {D#} ev..{D#]..ry   [Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb]   night 
[F] How many ways I [C] love you 
I just [D#] hope the words can [Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb] come out ... straight back ... 

... into ... tag ... [F] right.  I haven’t got a [C] lifetime  
I [D#} only {D#} have {D#] to..[Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb]..night 
[F] To tell you why I [C] love you 
I just [D#] hope the words can [Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb]  come out [F] right A, F, C 

[C] G, E, C   [D#]  G, D#, Bb [Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb]      [F] 
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